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What firmware version is needed on the Cube to use additional 3G / 4G modems? .NET Framework 4.0 or 4.1. Unclear! What
sound card driver do you have? .Net Framework 3.5 or 4? Thanks! Fine! As I understand it, there will be all sorts of bugs during

installation. What would you advise me to do? Hello! Please tell me, is it possible to install Digma Q450 with Windows 7 on
32bit(x86) and if so, how to do it? Thanks Hello. Bet, nothing bad will happen. Good afternoon! I would like to update BIOS on
another Lenovo s460 p830. Thank you in advance! Good evening! can i update bios on A4-604g b3/b3 (Gen2)? and what is the

best programming language to use for this task? those. won't it turn out that by adding one language, you will have to change
others? Kind! Yes, you can install BIODev for new firmware. hello! tell me please, does Digma high-speed support work on

your phones? or only around the clock? Sorry, but I can't answer questions! Hello, We are open 24/7 every day. Hello, how can I
contact Digma support? It's simple, the site has online support.Write in private messages and the master will answer all your

questions in detail if you have any difficulties. I have a Digma TalkBand 2, after prolonged use the SOS button stopped
working, near the screen. Where do you need to download the driver from and if it's not difficult how to install it? Since we do
not repair Lenovo, at the moment we can only give you information that we can perform a replacement. Dismantled and put the
liquid inside, turned it off and everything burned down! What is the phone model? I'm shocked if no one answered my question
... how can I answer the question if you need to replace the button with aliexpress ?! Hello, tell me please, Lenova S90-001 does

not hold a battery charge. The battery with the old core, where there was only one GSM load, works without problems. After
connecting the charger does not want to turn on. Can you help? Sergey, we are sorry that the situation is so critical. Please tell
me, when contacting the service center before starting the procedure, the diagnostics said that it was necessary to change the

battery, but it was already available
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